Two ESPN Game Days Filmed at Chi Phi

June 2020
Dear Potential Rushee:
We are writing on behalf of the Chi Phi Fraternity to congratulate you on your admission
into The University of Georgia. The University of Georgia is an exciting place with a number of
wonderful opportunities including the Greek (“Fraternity”) System. Social Fraternities at UGA
provide students with many ways to gain meaningful relationships that will help you both in
college and later in life. In addition to the connections and leadership opportunities, Greek
organizations make up a large part of the social activities on campus.
We hope you decide to go through fraternity rush this fall, and we would like you to
consider the Chi Phi Fraternity. Chi Phi has a strong tradition within the Greek system as well as
in the state of Georgia. Chi Phi is the oldest social fraternity in the United States, founded at
Princeton in 1824. Chi Phi is the second oldest fraternity at UGA, dating back to 1867 when
Henry Grady and a distinguished group of students established the UGA- Eta chapter. Since that
time, the Eta Chapter has produced more captains of the UGA football team, more University
presidents, and more governors of the State of Georgia than any other fraternity on this campus.
Additionally, there are fifteen buildings on campus named after prominent Chi Phi’s from UGA.
Although our tradition of leadership is rich, we are also well-known for involvement in the
community, athletics, and have a full social schedule each semester. We continue to support the
Shepherd Spinal Center (founded by Chi Phi alumnus- James Shepherd) and Emory University’s
ALS Research Center with an annual philanthropy concert, featuring well known bands.
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Academic achievement is always important, and our GPA is among the upper tier of fraternities.
This spring, our Chapter had a 3.54 GPA, which is basically the Dean's List level for all Chapter
members.
This summer is a little different as you may know since orientations have moved online,
travel for out-of-state students being more difficult and the uncertainty pertaining to our country.
However, we will be contacting you in the next few days to see when you are available, and if
you are interested in fraternity rush this summer and fall. Please give us a call with any
questions you might have about rush or the Greek System or just to give us additional contact
information. We would like to hear from you if you have any plans to be in Athens this summer.
Also, please click on the videos on the website (www.chiphiuga.com) for the 2013 and
2019 ESPN Game Days at the Chi Phi House and other Chapter news.
We look forward to speaking with you soon.
Sincerely,
Rush Chairs
Carter Huckaby- 706-621-2960
Bobby Moore- 504-481-1200
Max Foulk- 434-466-5228
Davis Herndon- 404-408-0797
Jake Jameson- 404-922-2357
Thomas Hurst- 214-232-8635
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